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THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY IN FRESH PRODUCE – AN ERP SOFTWARE 
PERSPECTIVE: 
 

By Mark Peachey: Managing Director Prophet, BSc Econ, MPhil (Oxon). 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. Any fresh produce principal will be asking themselves whether the current stream of technologies that claim they will 
cause major disruption to any business, really threaten current business practice in the fresh produce supply chain – the 
most recent of which is blockchain. 

2. While blockchain does offer substantial opportunities for disruption, this technology and its effects are really in their 
infancy (a decade away). They are of limited value in very basic traceability initiatives, which do very little more than 
gather traceability information into a central database, in a way that makes little use of blockchain technology itself. If 
blockchain successfully creates day to day use of digital money (like bitcoin) this is probably the main affect where the 
technology was the real factor, but that will not disrupt the industry as it will be available to all players. 

3. Over the next 5–7 years, the most important disruption facing fresh produce will come from automation, smart algorithms 
and artificial intelligence.  

4. This disruption will be evolutionary and easily understood by fresh produce business principals without any need for 
coordination through the supply chain and amongst a watershed of many players – which makes it achievable as a business 
strategy for any fresh produce company alone. 

5. In order to get to automation and artificial intelligence – fresh produce companies need to implement the right ERP – one 
capable of a successful deep implementation, and focussed on controlling and reporting the inventory and so on, all tasks in 
the fresh produce business process through an integrated set of ERP applications in one real time multi user database. 

6. The majority of fresh produce companies in the US do not have ERP’s that deliver deep implementations focussed on 
inventory control – and achieving this would deliver substantial cost reductions through granular control and profitability 
reporting. While this has not been a key focus for many decades where margins were more generous - the increasing 
pressure on margins makes this a core requirement now.   

7. Any such ERP has to deal with what is different and unique about managing fresh produce – the need for granular, pallet by 
pallet, consignment by consignment, inventory control for all aspects of data processing and reporting. 

8. Big branded ERPs do not have the right foundation for fresh produce – they do not have a core file structure that is 
consignment based, inventory centric to pallet level, and they do not focus on activity based costing and accurate, rapid 
consignment and sales order profitability foundation. Instead they offer average, or standard cost models, and a budgeted 
to actual variance analysis which is poorly suited to fresh produce where the variances (the noise) is the majority of what 
has to be managed. 

9. Big branded ERP, and consultants who have worked with big branded ERP, often use misleading descriptions of their 
systems to let prospective customers believe they have the experience and software to work in fresh produce – this should 
be investigated carefully and real world references should be insisted upon to seek out the validity and accuracy of these 
claims. Often neither the big branded ERP companies, nor the consultants who recommend them, really understand what 
makes a difference to fresh produce – despite thinking that they do. They lack the real experience to be able to offer such 
systems or advice. The many failed big branded ERP implementations that have taken place provide all the evidence 
needed for this. 

10. Even those dedicated fresh produce ERPs - who have provided workable systems for fresh produce - do not have the right 
technology, experience or business model to provide the right foundation for true deep implementations, and the 
automation and artificial intelligence opportunities, that this can bring. 

11. Prophet is one fresh produce focussed ERP that does have the technology, approach to software design, business model 
and extensive user base and long experience throughout the fresh produce supply chain to provide the right ERP. It has a 
robust foundation for - and already provides - a platform for automation and smart software that can provide real 
competitive advantage to fresh produce companies now.  Prophet can also be the right partner in the journey to evolve 
through automation, whilst remain competitive to survive and prosper in the face of future disruption. 

12. Any meaningful exploitation of blockchain technology in the next decade, within the fresh produce supply chain, will 
depend upon managing the more complex transactions per consignment through all of the processes.  This includes 
consignment mixing, such as packing and processing, and accounting for the quantity, weight and value, through these 
transactions accurately. So, successful blockchain in fresh produce will depend on the very deep implementations that 
underpin any automation and artificial intelligence advances.
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TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTION HAS COME AND MORE 
IS COMING. HOW SHOULD THIS BE APPROACHED? 
It is the age of disruption. Technology is rapidly 
changing the way most retail business is done: even 
greater disruption looms on the horizon. The Internet, 
the Cloud, Blockchain, Automation, Artificial 
Intelligence: every year seems to bring more 
technological promises and threats. The disruption of 
the maturing of the internet (some 15 years after the 
Dot.Com bubble) are clearly showing in a number of 
ways. The most important to date are an indirect effect 
of this technology – consolidation: in your customers, 
your competitors, your suppliers and the squeeze on 
your profit margins. Certainly change in retailer scale 
and the drive for lower costs is an undeniable 
disruption which requires careful understanding of 
how the supply chain is evolving. Retailer links to 
growers and service providers grow closer. This 
focusses attention on lowers margins. Initially power 
through scale has led to going direct and forcing fewer 
vendors. Now disruptors threaten store margins for 
retailers as more challenging business models based on 
home delivery or discounters (Aldi Lidl Amazon) put 
the squeeze on store ownership itself – pushing 
margins down through the chain. In some countries, 
these trends have already led to retailers forcing 
transparency of costs and supply throughout their 
supply chain and insisting on service providers only or 
highly consolidated total category management. In the 
end, as the fresh produce supply chain evolves globally, 
efficiency in all its forms (removing those elements that 
are no longer necessary) will drive margins lower and 
increase the scale of the remaining operators.1 Unless a 
specialist niche, those caught in the middle of the 
retailer market will suffer.2 What of the coming 
technologies – will they threaten players in the supply 
chain to these retailers in some similar fashion? 

 
As a fresh produce leader, you must be asking yourself: 
what does this mean for me and my company? Is this 
the beginning of the end? What changes do I have to 
make to survive? Is the threat really an opportunity? 
Can I really just leave these issues to my CIO or CFO?  

                                                        
1 
http://publications.dyson.cornell.edu/docs/smartMarketing/pdfs/SmrtMkgM
ar2016-I.pdf  
July 4 is the supermarket equivalent of a Super Bowl moment, with 
Americans projected to spend more than $7bn, according to the National 
Retail Federation. But this year’s celebration comes as the $700bn US 
grocery market is under attack. The price of food eaten at home in the US has 
fallen for 18 straight months, the longest stretch since the 1950s, which has 
in turn triggered a price war among supermarket operators which need to 
boost volumes to maintain revenues. “It’s absolutely brutal,” says Bryan 
Roberts, director at TCC Global Retailer, which consults large US grocers. 
The battle is only set to intensify as Lidl and Aldi, the German grocers that 
have ravaged European rivals with a no-frills, low-price strategy, set their 
sights on the US. Aldi last month said it would increase the number of its US 
stores to 2,500 in the next five years, while Lidl opened its first US shop on 

At the same time, it is important to recognise that 
people hate change – and any project to introduce 
change brings with it substantial human challenges. 
Many companies take a “let’s see what the other guys 
do” attitude because of this. This leads to inertia – 
which itself is dangerous given what technology now 
offers. 

 
Embracing change will then lead to a question of trust. 
IT companies market themselves well. They use 
technology as the argument and often hide behind the 
claims of what that technology can do. They use 
successful stories from industries that seem similar to 
yours to sell systems to you. They tend to stress the 
threat rather than the detail of how the solution will 
deliver the advantage you need, selling based on fear – 
that the next big thing will disrupt things and threaten 
your survival.  
 
But you need to beware. You need to be particularly 
cautious of claims for new technology as these can be 
very costly distractions. Do not be fooled by the 
approach or befuddled by the jargon. This is an 
important subject and one every business owner or 
principle needs to understand in detail and not just as 
scaremongering. He or she needs to take the time to 
understand the technologies on offer, as none of them 
are so hard to understand, that in the end they aren’t 
easily applied to your own Produce business. Take 
ownership of this understanding. Use your own 
understanding of your business and your market – and 
take the components of the technology and evaluate 
for yourself what effect this technology will have. 
 
In the end, fresh produce is about risk and it’s vital to 
understand the nature of the risk and reward that 
technology can now offer – as it dictates what systems 
and technologies are needed. Most importantly, it is in 
managing the effects of the risk of losses and of 
reducing escalating costs that technology can offer real 
competitive advantage to fresh produce. 
 
I have worked in fresh produce since I was small, 
helping in my father’s chain of Produce stores and 

June 15. The next day, Amazon unveiled plans to buy upmarket grocer Whole 
Foods for $13bn, in a deal expected to upend US food retail.  “The US is about 
15 years behind Europe,” says Mr Roberts. “There’s an ‘it will never happen to 
us’ mentality. Lots of European supermarkets assumed [Aldi and Lidl] stores 
were for low-income shoppers . . . but they’ve lost 10 per cent of their market 
share to them.” 
 
2 In this environment more consolidation is likely, says Mr Roberts. Walmart 
is large enough to compete on prices, he argues, and premium chains like 
Whole Foods will not be chasing the same customers, but for those “stuck in 
the middle, it’s like death by a thousand cuts”.  
 
https://fresh.ft.com/content/2ddf5280-5ec9-11e7-91a7-502f7ee26895 
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wholesale business. I have worked, at graduate degree 
level, on and with technology.  I have led a technology 
company focussed on Produce for more than 30 years.  
This company operates at every level and scale of fresh 
produce supply chain, on many continents. Recently I 
thought it might help our own colleagues, in our 
company, and principals in fresh produce companies 
with these questions, if I were to set out my own view 
at this time on the future of technology within fresh 
produce. 

 
This paper is, first and foremost, a statement of 
strategy – a white paper (as they have become known) 
– to help provide a roadmap for our own company and 
our existing customers. If it helps others find their way 
through to their own decisions, so much the better. As 
with any White Paper, sometimes the explanations 
need careful attention and, at times, I will offer links to 
a more detailed consideration of the topics covered so 
that it remains short enough to be read by those it is 
aimed at. For those who can invest more time – I hope 
that drilling down rewards your efforts. 

 
I will argue that, in the end, the answer is straight-
forwards. As with most things in fresh produce – the 
devil (and the answer) is in the detail and centres on 
what can actually affect your business in a way that 
offers competitive advantage on an everyday basis and 
in a way you can understand. 
 

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM PREVIOUS 
TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES 
Over the last decade or so, certain technologies have 
come into play in fresh produce and each of these has 
something to teach us about the best way forwards.  
 
Traceability 
The possibilities of end to end traceability within the 
supply chain in fresh produce have been a focus for 
more than a decade. In European fresh produce 
retailing this was driven by a desire to ensure 
provenance and identify supplier poor performance. 
Initially, health threat issues in the meat industry drove 
concerns about food safety in general and in the US 
these have carried the subject forwards. Any number 
of technology proposals have tried to deal with the 
question of – when I eat this apple how do I know 
where it has come from – but today only passing data 
forwards through the chain in a way that preserves the 
original identity allows for any practical approach to 
this subject. Traceability has failed to materialise in any 
robust way after more than a decade or more of 
initiatives, without the technology to solve the problem 
(PTI being one). Indelibly marking the product or 
marking the DNA in some way to do this is an evolving 

technology – which if and when successful offers 
provenance traceability for all. However, this will not 
then deliver competitive advantage unless that 
technology is proprietary and some players are 
excluded. Blockchain is the latest shared data approach 
to this problem. With this as with other approaches, 
exclusivity seems both highly unlikely and possibly 
hinders the goal of the technology in the first place. In 
the end, technology, if it delivers on the goal of 
traceability, is unlikely to deliver a competitive 
advantage for very long as it will quickly be available to 
all. 

 
The Example Of Bar Code Scanning, RFID And Voice 
Picking 
A recent wave of possible change which lasted over a 
20 year period – involved the management of 
warehouses. Initially bar codes offered a way of 
identifying the characteristics of a product - normally a 
long alpha numeric code – without the operative 
having to know the code or key it. This technology 
swept through retail and removed paper from the 
warehouses over a ten year period as systems were 
developed to allow the moving of goods through 
warehouses to be integrated with scanning bar codes 
for inventory specific references (pallets/lots etc). This 
saved time and so some labour – recent calculations 
have been 20% gains overall – and perhaps, just as 
importantly, added much increased accuracy of stock 
management and traceability of usage. Many 
companies share the same bar code labels through the 
supply chain, further reducing the cost of handling. But 
this was no revolution. What appeared to be the 
revolution – RFID – the radio frequency data tags that 
removed the need to have someone scan, and which 
could be read throughout the supply chain and read by 
sensors – failed in most markets and did so for a simple 
reason. To provide the benefit, the warehouse had to 
be fitted with expensive sensors that could work 
throughout the warehouse or at entry and exit points, 
and had to work when faced with any warehouse and 
product conditions. The high water content of fresh 
produce itself proved challenging but more importantly 
– saving on just the time to scan did not offer enough 
benefit. In the end – the RFID technology needed many 
players within a given supply chain to invest heavily for 
a watershed to be reached that allowed the technology 
to deliver its benefits. The same applies to voice 
recognition when used in warehouses. This technology 
has worked for more than a decade. It has been 
calculated that this technology offers around a 5% gain 
over scanning and so the benefits only work in high 
volume environments that are very labour intensive. 
You will see voice picking where there is a need to ship 
pallets of mixed products in say a distribution centre 
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for a grocery chain. You will not see voice technology 
where this pattern is not present as its value is 
marginal. 
 
Product Growing, Harvesting, Handling 
There can be little doubt that using technology to 
lower the cost and increase the yield of harvested 
perishable product is highly desirable. Already various 
robotic picking and photographic product growth 
assessors solutions are beginning to play an 
experimental part. This white paper is focussed on ERP 
strategies but suffice to say that these opportunities 
will conform to the suggested approach – granular, 
evolutionary and only capable of being successful for 
individual companies where a relatively large % gain 
can be achieved without the need for wholesale re 
investment by all supply chain players at once. 
 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES – HOW TO APPROACH NEW 
TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNTIES 
These stories give us some guidance. We should not be 
looking for revolutions. We should be searching for the 
opportunity for significant benefits in the detail of what 
is being done on a day to day basis inside any single 
business (cross supply chain investment cannot be 
coordinated) and take an evolutionary approach to 
delivering those benefits when applying new 
technology. Wherever we need more than just a 
commercial relationship (shared cross supply chain 
coordination) – progress is going to be slow if not 
impossible. Certain key principles therefore should 
stand out and should guide your actions: 

 
1. Work at your company’s scale in a way 

your people can process. 
2. Work inside your business and your 

immediate commercial relationships (don’t 
look to supply chain solutions to give you 
competitive advantage – they are mostly 
imposed by a large player on all players). 

3. Look for measurable real substantial 
benefits you can understand and manage in 
the detail of what you do from day to day – 
evolve   

 

CURRENT CANDIDATES FOR DISRUPTION  
Let us take a look through the current technologies 
that threaten disruption. 
 
The Internet 
We are in the third decade of the commercial internet 
and its effect is everywhere – a shared way to interact 
in almost every aspect of our lives. But outside of the 
transformation of retail – email and improvements in 
EDI are the only really progressions in business 

systems as a result of the internet. More information is 
shared and passed on now and less is rekeyed and 
information travels a whole lot faster. But most 
businesses have these advantages, and most of the 
changes in fresh produce have been in dealing with 
retailers. Software as a service (SOAS) technology is 
now beckoning with API (application programming 
interface) technology making data exchange based on 
the interaction of services. This makes it easier to 
programme the connection between systems (although 
API’s still require system to system customised 
interfaces) but not providing any greater benefit than 
EDI – in that these opportunities really come down to 
goods and service orders and confirmations and 
invoice messaging. In fresh produce – there is very little 
sharing of data related to harvest predictions, logistics 
messages for the progress of goods etc. 
 

The Cloud 
This is a hard word to tie down but in the end means 
software can be delivered to any device connected to 
the internet because it is hosted in such a way as to be 
able to do this. There are some finer points about data 
security related to how software can be developed as a 
distributed solution over the Cloud (no specific server 
just one in the Cloud). But in the end, for most 
businesses, this just means the software resides off 
premises, in some way, so it is possible to take 
advantage of hosted servers with a lot more capacity 
which are easily adapted to suit and can be accessed 
from anywhere with the right login credentials. In fresh 
produce, this offers some possibilities for use by your 
own staff wherever they are and throughout the supply 
chain, (salesmen, customers, vendors), interacting 
directly with your system when they want to be, and 
you with theirs. Little about this is disruptive unless 
you are talking about end customers or retail. It offers 
no more really than EDI data exchange offers. Above all 
else almost all business systems offer this now anyway. 
 

Blockchain 
Blockchain is the latest disruptive new kid on the 
“block”. The publicity has centred on new digital money 
such as Bitcoin which is based on blockchain 
technology. A blockchain database is, in the end, a 
“common” decentralized (not on one computer but 
shared across many) database. Blockchain technology 
normally includes, a consensus mechanism (i.e. for 
agreeing that a transaction is valid), a persistence layer 
(usually an event stream tied to the consensus 
mechanism), and a wire protocol (a way of the data 
interactions directly communicating between 
computer nodes at a low level in the computer stack). 
The technology represents data transaction events 
created through consensus on write (a group of people 
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or tests as to validity that all agree) and constructed as 
an event stream of “blocks” in a chain such that the 
sequence of each is known: one is clearly after the 
other in a chain.  
In the real world, this can be thought of as distributed 
ledger, comprised of unchangeable, digitally recorded 
data in packages called blocks. The blocks are stored in 
a linear chain, and each contains data that is 
cryptographically hashed (“indexed”). The blocks of 
hashed data draw upon the previous block in the chain, 
ensuring all data in the overall “blockchain” has not 
been tampered with and remains unchanged. Most 
importantly, the blocks reside in the Cloud – 
distributed across many different servers. In simple 
terms it is a chain of blocks that traces transactions and 
assets. The blocks are encrypted, carved, and 
timestamped by “miners” (a distributed group of 
“trustworthy” people who validate each transaction) 
and once incorporated in the chain, these transactions 
cannot be changed or removed. This then creates the 
possibility of a Distributed Ledger Transaction (DLT) – 
a kind of accounting for all aspects of what has 
happened that is held in the Cloud.  

 
Distributed ledgers provide a mechanism for a unique 
indelible record of an asset – which could be anything 
in the real world as well as the digital. A key idea in this 
story is that of Smart Contract. This smart contract has 
the permissions (who has access and when and why) 
and stores the terns of any agreement in the DLT itself 
so that when certain events are confirmed transactions 
– the agreement terms can be executed – and 
payments made.  .  DLT’s can be either private 
(restricted to a given participating group – although 
this may well undermine any trustworthiness unless 
the bias of self-interest is overcome) or public. Access 
to the data can then be specified on a person-to-person 
or business-to-business basis. 
 
Blockchain is then like a trust machine. The mechanism 
is shared – open to a trusted group to accept validate 
information to that asset – and so provides a new way 
for the Cloud to facilitate secure indelible 
(unchangeable) and  trustworthy (peer group checked 
for validity and cryptographically linked) information 
and establishes provenance of the asset itself by 
creating trustworthy data about the asset. 
 
The system doesn't require that companies change the 
way they are doing things, but that a single step be 
added to put their data into the blockchain when their 
actions change something relating to that data asset. If 
the data assets represent something in the real world – 
let’s say a consignment of fruit –  blockchain enables an 

                                                        
3 https://fresh.ibm.com/uk-en/marketplace/food-trust  

end-to-end tracking of what has happened in terms of 
data changes to a given data asset and what values 
have been applied to that data asset traceability. This 
enables supply chain participants to see the full story of 
the transactions relating to the goods and consumers 
to see the full story of their food. For supply chain 
companies this could provide “objective” stories of the 
life of any consignment and give much greater 
credibility and so trust throughout the supply chain for 
all parties to conduct business in an open and fair and 
provable way.  
 
So far so good. However, a little examination of this 
technology and the associated set of ideas as to how it 
might be applied throws up substantial issues. 
 
Data Exchange Coordination For Traceability?: At its 
heart, this is another step for electronic data exchange 
(EDI) through messages – messages tracing one 
forward and one back is not terribly difficult, even 
when the businesses are using different systems. But 
when there is a need to trace a product through a 
complex supply chain from retail back to the farm — 
whether to trace an outbreak; to verify a product is 
kosher, organic or allergen-free; or simply for 
consumer or transactional transparency — a diversity 
of systems means one must literally track one step at a 
time, from one “silo” of information held on one 
business system to the next – a silo that returns a 
common data transaction back into the distributed 
ledger. This is just another very difficult coordination 
problem within the supply chain and history tells us 
that without a central dominant sponsor of some-kind 
(Amazon perhaps?), coordination will be very difficult 
to achieve in specific supply chains. A close look at any 
current initiatives for supply chain traceability suggest 
that a very limited blockchain ambition is in play. This is 
simply asking suppliers to submit data to a central 
database owned and controlled by a single retailer or 
government body - not much more than old fashioned 
EDI. Making the data submission go through some kind 
of blockchain processing to gain a cryptographic 
transaction chain number does little more than 
traditional EDI and offers very little benefit from any 
blockchain technology in play that would not have 
been achievable over the last two decades using the 
internet and EDI.3 If this kind of initiative succeeds in 
any widespread way, this will have nothing to do with 
blockchain technology. It will be to do with the power 
of retailers or governments to impose solutions (so far 
something that has failed globally). The current 
initiatives are therefore very, very simple collection of 
non-complex data in the face of food safety scares. 
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Overcoming the Challenge of Complex 
Mixing/Manufacturing: fresh produce does not 
journey through the supply chain in a simple grower to 
end customer way. It gets mixed – mixed in many ways 
through storage, grading, conditioning, processing, 
packing and picking for despatch. Ensuring a physical 
separation of each growers specific consignment 
(down to farm/filed/orchard level) through each of 
these processes would be very expensive and almost 
impossible for most products. Realistic traceability lay 
in knowing what went into and what came out through 
complex transaction record keeping. Blockchain offers 
very little overall benefit to traceability until it can 
offer a transaction structure that can account within 
the distributed ledger for this complexity. This use 
applies as much to food safety and provenance 
traceability as to agreements to pay for what the goods 
have realised grower return contracts or open book 
retailer category management contracts that demand 
costs transparency. No-one is currently speaking to 
this issue and it is fundamental to any ability for 
blockchain to deliver on its promise. 
 
Competitive Advantage?:  If we assume that the issues 
of providing real traceability and transparency can be 
overcome and the benefits (opportunity to 
differentiate based on proven provenance as well as 
the basis for open and fair transactions) can be 
achieved – what this does do to disrupt the supply 
chain in terms of competitive advantage will have to be 
available to all for it to be disruptive. This will definitely 
benefit those who grow the required and differentiated 
products and those who source them in a proven way 
for their customers. And this will drive all players to 
meet the standards of this transparency. The 
technology will not itself be the advantage – the trust 
or lack of trust it brings will benefit those who have the 
better product. Once it is available to some it will be 
quickly be available to all:  this is the whole point of the 
technology in the first place. 
 
Perhaps if private blockchains, with private key access 
to the data and to any participation, are built for 
retailers, importer/export/shippers and growers to 
form end to end smart contract based distributed 
ledgers – such that all parties have their terms 
represented and predictability of value given openness 
of information about product timing and condition at 
each stage  - this would then allow that supply chain a 
competitive advantage compared to other supply 
chains serving the same customer markets. The ease of 
a single point for the reconciliation of all transactions 
would certainly drive out wastage and costs and 

                                                        
4 See the article https://fresh.forbes.com/sites/toddhixon/2018/09/17/dont-
bet-the-farm-on-blockchain-its-looking-like-a-venture-fad/amp/ 

encourage and attracts more volume – but consider the 
challenges in making such a blockchain come about. 
Again maybe retailer power will drive such an approach 
but no such initiatives are even being discussed at 
present (and they face the challenges of complex 
mixing if they are). 
The Technology is in Its Infancy: However difficult any 
coordination or message transaction construction 
might be, there are, as of yet, massive obstacles in the 
way blockchain technology delivers its platform: 4 

1. Development is slower and more strictly 
constrained compared to conventional 
distributed database systems and at 
present there isn’t any accepted way of 
developing Blockchain database systems 
– emergent technologies are in play 
(Ethereum is but one example). 

2. With imperfect incentives, users can run 
amok, because there is no central 
authority to police how the system is 
used. And, there is no way to get rid of a 
malicious user. 

3. Maintenance is very costly because 
Blockchain technology is based on 
thousand-fold redundancy (using many 
computer servers to store the same data 
at the same time in a distributed 
architecture of the data): all upgrades are 
voluntary and have to be 100% 
backwards compatible because you 
cannot force every node to upgrade. 

4. Scaling is orders of magnitude harder 
than for a conventional system. The data 
has to live in thousands of places 
simultaneously, creating enormous 
overhead for every transaction. 

5. Latency. The very process of distributed 
updates and peer group review that 
underpin blockchain at present deliver – 
Bitcoin runs to 12-15 minutes per 
transaction and any offerings from 
competitor technologies like Ethereum 
(initially released in July 2015 and then 
re-published in March 2017) which 
promise much faster transaction 
processing) are only just available as 
development platforms. 
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6. Resource-intensity, which drives cost of 
Blockchain transactions, is a big obstacle 
to growth and disruption. Alex de Vries, a 
bitcoin specialist at PwC, estimates that 
the current global power consumption for 
the servers that run bitcoin’s software is a 
minimum of … 22 terawatt-hours per 
year—almost the same as Ireland. A 
report published this year by the Bank of 
International Settlements, a keystone of 
the global financial system, said that 
“[Bitcoin, if scaled up] would eventually 
overwhelm everything from individual 
smartphones to servers … The associated 
communication volumes could bring the 
Internet to a halt.”  

Even the much hyped role as the replacer of money is 
not convincing.  

“Cryptocurrencies are not used much for 
payments: Chainanalysis estimates that the volume of 
Bitcoin transactions was about $60 million/month in 
May 2018, sharply down from 2017 levels, and an 
infinitesimal fraction of global financial transactions. 
And Cryptocurrencies’ volatility makes them a poor 
choice as a store of value or unit of account (the other 
main uses of money). The Economist in a recent article 
concluded that Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are 
useless. Warren Buffett’s verdict is earthier: “Bitcoin is 
probably rat poison squared”.” 5 

Some impediments to Bitcoin transactions (such as 
high transaction costs and few places to spend the 
money) could diminish with time. Others are hard to 
overcome. Bitcoin has security vulnerabilities: 
cyberattacks have hit the exchanges that translate 
Bitcoin to official money regularly, most notoriously 
when $473 million was stolen from Mt. Gox. And, the 
IRS requires Bitcoin to be reported on the tax return 
like a sale of stock, creating gain or loss. 

The key point is that Blockchain is currently very 
expensive (and not very useful outside of the 
speculative attractions of Bitcoin) and in business use 
cases, competitive advantage and cost are often 
everything. The high costs created by Blockchain 
architecture will make it uncompetitive in many large-
scale transaction-based businesses. 

 

                                                        
5 See the article https://fresh.forbes.com/sites/toddhixon/2018/09/17/dont-
bet-the-farm-on-blockchain-its-looking-like-a-venture-fad/amp/ 

So there are a daunting set of obstacles facing 
Blockchain. It is a long term play. If these obstacles can 
be overcome then maybe blockchain offers a potential  
force for change in the long term  – and if it does, then 
what I am going to say in this white paper is still of 
central importance as it focusses on how to provide the 
complex transactions required because traceable 
sources get mixed up through the supply chain. I will 
return to this in my postscript.  
 

Automation 
Automation – removing the time spent by people doing 
tasks – is the final opportunity I want to consider. Over 
the last decade software that offers algorithms – smart 
rules based software able to select outcomes to 
perform processing tasks instead of humans - govern 
our lives (in more ways than many of us realise). These 
offer substantial opportunities for fresh produce. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, I am going to set out 
the case for automation and the path to automation – 
whilst respecting the principles for introducing new 
technology that I have established to increase the 
chances of success.  

WHAT A REAL DIFFERENCE MIGHT LOOK LIKE 
What might real disruption look like in fresh produce? 
Consider the following candidates: 

 

Predictably Suitable Produce With Long Predictable 
Shelf Life  
What if you could grow produce that was near perfect 
and resilient or place into an environment that 
lengthens or make its life predictable – so that there is 
little to no chance of wastage. 
 

1. Already trial and error cultivar breeding has 
produced evolutionary change and serious 
competitive advantage to the companies that 
invested in the laborious trial and error 
research. The disruption has been over 
decades and the effect evolutionary. Where 
legal, genetically modified crops are having a 
similar effect. Small steps in achievement 
remains the pattern (often in the face of 
worsening cultivars and more unpredictability). 
Detail on current approaches can be found 
here; 
https://fresh.thetimes.co.uk/raconteur/busines
s/ai-promises-a-food-revolution-from-farm-to-
supermarket/ 

2. Packaging, using various gases and cool chain 
approaches have had incremental effects for 
many decades – again after initial 
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revolutionary effects from cold stores many 
decades ago/. The progress has been step by 
step and granular and highly localised and 
product specific and introduced by individual 
companies. 

3. By inspecting it (and increasingly by using 
artificial intelligence) you determine how it will 
be throughout its life and so don’t ship it, or 
ship it only when fit for a profitable purpose, 
and the receiver knows exactly what they are 
getting and/or use data to predict based on 
growing and handling conditions how that 
consignment will perform. 6 

 

Predictable Demand and Supply  
What if there were no supply issues or demand issues, 
so you can predict what is needed accurately when and 
where, so there is price and supply stability. There is 
little doubt that the collection of more and more data 
on the many factors affecting demand and supply has 
improved dramatically.  The ability to process big data 
on weather, growing conditions, retail information etc. 
and how these factors correlate is delivering 
substantial benefits. The ability to process big data on 
how demand for product is affected by factors - such as 
weather, time of year, taste trends etc - all brings 
regular improvements to these areas, and in an 
evolutionary way that has a great deal of granular local 
knowledge attached and which brings evolutionary 
change. 7  
The fundamental challenge is the sharing of such data 
so that it impacts throughout the supply chain. In the 
end, each company in the supply chain has its own 
perspective and its own specific needs – its growers, its 
customers and the market it serves – which makes for a 
two-fold challenge: 

- Being able to get the data needed to predict 
demand for those customers you deal with in 
the market you are serving to predict specific 
accurate forecasts for your specific 
circumstances. This includes understanding 
your own shifting market share. This is 
relatively simple (and expensive) for end 
customer data – particularly where this is 
retailer data. 
 

- Being able to get the data needed to predict 
supply for your growers/suppliers and be able 
to use it to predict specific accurate forecasts 
for your specific circumstances through the 
supply chain. 

                                                        
6 Already money is heading in this direction – see https://fresh.agshift.com/ 
and this trend must increase. 
7 Already some companies are offering these services and using smart 
software and AI to achieve this – see for example 
https://fresh.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/the-secret-to-

 
Getting data for growers/suppliers/importers – even 
specific crop forecasts let alone total crop forecasts by 
region – is going to need some evolution on the data 
exchange capabilities of both these suppliers and their 
governing bodies. Data exchange remains the primary 
obstacle here and blockchain offers no panacea. But 
individual companies and their supply chain partners 
can resolve these issues using the current EDI and Web 
technologies available and it is worth the investment to 
deliver the competitive advantage. Prophet itself offers 
web and data exchange technologies for crop forecasts 
and supplier availability which delivers successful data 
sharing for this. 

  
Removing Labour Costs 
Because people need to take a constant stream of 
wages and because their individual productivity is hard 
to change in any substantial way, removing labour 
costs is a key cost reduction opportunity for effective 
fresh produce managers. You can take labour out by 
automation and this has had many different aspects 
over the last decade. 
 

- Harvesting – crop picking robotics 
- Logistics – route planning algorithms 
- Factory  - robots or smart instructions within 

factory processes for movement and pallet 
filling 

- Factory – scheduling algorithms that propose 
solutions to complex works order scheduling 

- Office – sales, procurement and accounting 
tools - for example scanning paper for posting 
and matching payables, CRM software that 
uses smart software to drive sales personnel 
activity. 

 
A lot of these techniques are mature and have been 
around for a long time within the supply chain for 
removing labour/time spent by your workforce and 
other assets – to lower costs and speed up throughput. 
Clearly robotics technology is developing rapidly and 
offers many more such opportunities. Having software 
that integrates with the robots will allow even more 
substantial gains in productivity and efficiency. 
 
All of these opportunities, if achievable, would disrupt 
the industry significantly. However, when you take a 
careful look at each of them, the changes that can lead 
to competitive advantage are only possible as 1000 
disruptions in a 1000 different companies: through 

smarter-fresh-food-replenishment-machine-learning  and 
https://fresh.blueyonder.ai/en 
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evolution not revolution. This kind of change is in the 
specific and the granular – finding the small effects to 
bring about small competitive advantages. So this is 
what to look for when considering my primary focus – 
ERP automation. 
 

THE FRESH PRODUCE OPPORTUNITY – SETTING 
THE SCENE 
I will now turn my attention to just such an opportunity 
for saving a great deal of time and increasing the 
throughput within your fresh produce business. I think 
there are four clear opportunities that centre on a 
fresh produce company’s business software – its ERP. 
 

1. Implementing ERP as a deep integrated 
implementations 

Deep implementations capture, in near real time, every 
task that is required for the whole process flow of data 
through a single database. For fresh produce this must 
be at the right level i.e. the level of the inventory 
reference which is the specific pallet within the specific 
consignment. The key argument is this: not many US 
fresh produce companies implemented ERP 
successfully (deeply).  Some have achieved accounting 
or aspects of trading or operations but hardly any are 
fully integrated for all elements of the work done. 
Fresh produce ERP’s tend to skim the surface or 
address the needs in the wrong way. The second part of 
the argument is: the opportunities for automation 
within the ERP cannot be realised without deep 
implementations. So the industry as a whole needs to 
take a step back and deal with implementing the right 
ERP for fresh produce in the right way (deep) and that 
it is this deep foundation that provides the greatest 
opportunity for automation with the fresh produce 
supply chain. 
 

2. Increasing Automated Data Exchange 
There is a clear need for richer, more accurate and 
faster data exchange between systems through the 
supply chain. Crop availability, the growing conditions 
relevant to a specific consignment, the measured 
condition of the product as it is harvested and packed 
for shipment and the conditions the product 
experienced during shipment, as well as the progress 
that any consignment is making through the supply 
chain – all of this data can drive the key decision 
making in any fresh produce business. No technologies 
offer “silver bullet” solutions to this challenge. Those 
that might have (agreed standards for message 
exchange) have been around for decades and little 
replaces the need for specific computer code to allow 

                                                        
8 Moore's law is the observation that the number of transistors in a dense 
integrated circuit doubles about every two years. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law  

such integration. Do not be fooled by talk of service 
based architectures or API’s solving this difficulty. 
These are just ways of dealing with the bespoke 
complexity of getting two disparate (people have 
different views of what data is required and how it 
should be structured) software solutions to talk to each 
other. Integrating with other software is hard and 
should only be tackled where the integration doesn’t 
require too high a volume of real time data exchange. 
The more granular the interaction, the harder the 
bridge is to build. However, while no real disruption 
opportunity is on offer here, specific interfaces 
continue to evolve where integration is required and 
skills continue to improve in the achievement of this. 
Achieving this is, however, the foundation for taking 
advantage of other artificial intelligence and 
automation opportunities. 

 
3. Task Automation 

Automation within fresh produce can now affect the 
tasks people have to perform: 

a. The time required by human operators 
to process data through smart 
algorithm software. 

b. The driving of integrated equipment 
through improved data exchange 
technology to assist, do what humans 
do or replace the need for humans to 
interact with the equipment or rekey 
data between systems. All of this is 
available as side effect of EDI messages 
above. 

In both of these ways, tasks can be assisted and even 
removed. 
 

4. Long Complex Calculations Being Delivered 
Rapidly  

Computing power has a long track record of reliable 
increases (the result of something called Moore’s Law 8 
and cheaper and more powerful memory and storage). 
In the last five years the advances  have pushed the 
boundaries to the point where  longer calculations on 
larger data sets (big data)  are able to be delivered in 
commercially viable times – increasing the role of such 
calculations in removing human judgement and the 
time taken to make better decisions. This now offers a 
key opportunity – and as set out earlier, one that relies 
on: 
 

- Achieving a granular – all task deep 
implementation that gathers the detailed data 
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necessary to capturing real world scenarios in 
order to run the necessary calculations. 

- Achieving a granular set of customer and 
supplier (and supply chain) data that is 
necessary to capturing real world scenarios in 
order to run the necessary calculations 

 
So, in summary – the opportunity looks something like 
this: 
 

- Achieving a deep implementation of the right 
fresh produce ERP. 

- Using that foundation for substantial 
automation of the data entry tasks that take up 
the time of the people employed within the 
ERP.  This includes the automation of data 
sharing through the supply chain to remove 
rekeying, speed up processes by reducing time 
spent communicating. 

- Using data exchange to connect directly with 
the machinery used in the handling and 
processing of fresh produce, to remove any 
data rekey and deliver direct fast interactions 
with the ERP, to drive the machinery and 
collect data back as part of a deep 
implementation. 

- Using this new level of data provided to then 
underpin more complex, but now more rapid 
calculations afforded by increased computer 
power, to assist and at times automate many of 
the choices currently made by people in the 
business. 

 
Fresh produce is about risk: risk of a different kind to 
most industries (see my description later on). You need 
to understand this when considering the opportunities. 
Fresh produce is a specific flow of work that focusses 
on inventory and is rich with information that controls 
the process journey: how it gets from the field in one 
format to the given customer often in another format. 
Along the way, so many points of change are possible 
that involve decisions taken at that point in the supply 
chain and involving attempts to manage risk – the risk 
of meeting your demand with your supply.  
 
The argument that follows does involve a lot of detail 
but it sticks to the lessons learned. Achieving a 
competitive advantage for your fresh produce business 
from the technology available now requires change 
that is: 
 

1. Granular within the working of your business in 
a way you can easily understand. 

2. Evolutionary not revolutionary. 
3. Specific and local (not industry wide) focussed.  

 
Let’s now turn to the key question in all of this – if the 
ERP is the foundation for all of this change, what is an 
ERP and what should it do for fresh produce 
companies? 
 

WHAT AN ERP SHOULD DO 
An enterprise resource planning solution used to be 
about just that – planning. But the term ERP has 
become the general description for “business system” – 
software that is used to operate a business. Businesses 
are about processing transactions – for fresh produce – 
orders for fruits and vegetables and the services 
associated with handling those goods. As such, an ERP 
should make available the data needed to perform the 
actions of the business, record the data of any process 
as it happens, carry out any calculations during or after 
that task is completed to allow the system to trigger 
and coordinate the next actions by making that data 
available to others. Once transactions are complete, 
that data should feed accounting processes to cause 
money to flow.  Historically paper systems were used 
but by combining a database with idea of a process 
workflow (software that responds to the data entered), 
trigger points for the next action can be set up to pass 
the goods or services through the process of the 
business and eventually to accounting for deliveries 
and money flowing.  
 
As such, the right ERP captures in real time because 
the action and the data processing are really the same 
thing. As a task is performed, for that task to drive the 
next task along – the business system has to be there to 
connect activity – from what is being planned, to what 
is being or has been executed, to what has been 
accounted for – and for it to do this it has to be through 
tightly integrated software applications that affect the 
same database. One common real time database 
coordinates and drive all the processes that make up 
the business as the data flows. 
 
The idea that the ERP is used to both perform and 
capture process for any core business process 
transaction - is key to all of this. This is what a deep 
implementation of an ERP is: ALL processing tasks are 
performed on and through the ERP software (not 
merely recorded as actions after the event for the 
purposes of record keeping) which provides a set of 
integrated application that operate onto the same 
database – representing the “real-time” state of the 
company’s transactions together and capable of all of 
the data being used and in play for all tasks.  
 
Think of your ERP as a process machine. It sets up 
(allows a set-up of) the next task to be done – what 
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actions are needed and what data is to be recorded. 
That data is then recorded to reflect the actions and 
processed – and by processed I mean calculations 
performed as a result of the recording of that action 
and the next required action prompted from those 
calculations. That task is then done which then sets up 
the next. All tasks can be related through a single 
database without lags and the need to rekey. The ERP 
– if it is doing what it should – drives the next action 
with the correct data from the last action where the 
correct data was recorded and the necessary 
calculations performed (by the system) to trigger that 
next action. 

 
A suitable ERP will then contain software for the core 
task activities of the business: 
 
- What needs to be done (planned events) 
- What is being done (in near real time) – execution. 

This means the process is carried out using the 
ERP to perform and guide it (100% of every task)  

- Integration – providing a flow of data, from 
planned to executed, to accounted, through a 
single database with all data able to be aware of all 
other data as the tasks process the data flow. 

- What has been done so you know what needs to 
be done next 

- The processes that allow money flows once 
transaction processes are complete (accounting) 

- Accounting for profit or loss and assets and 
liabilities in order  to stay in business at the 
necessary level and necessary frequency required 
to stay in business 

 
The normal core process functions covered by a fresh 
produce ERP are: 
 

- Demand and supply forecasting 
- Material requirements planning (MRP) 
- Production capacity planning (APS – advanced 

production scheduling) 
- Sales orders 
- Purchase orders 
- Inventory management 
- Transportation orders (manufacturing) 
- Warehouse management 
- Works orders (manufacturing) 
- Contract management 
- Product specifications auditing 
- Supplier auditing 
- Receivables 
- Payables 
- General ledger 

 

Within and throughout these various functions, there 
will normally be elements of legal compliance and 
original/required document management. Some 
systems will provide and others will look to specialised 
software for things that are peripheral to the main 
process activity of the business such as: 
 
- Asset management 
- Engineering (equipment management) 
- Human resource management 
- Customer relationship management 

 

HOW CAN YOU DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ERP’S?   
There are so many kinds of software solution in the 
market that describe themselves as business systems 
so I think that it is important to be clear about what 
types there are. ERP Software solutions can be 
categorised as follows (with my view of their 
advantages and disadvantages): 

 
- Developed by employees within a company (in-

house developed). These tend to be on older 
technology platforms developed in older software 
technologies over many years. 
 
Pros - you can control functionality precisely and 
get everything according to your company’s 
priorities.  
Cons – these rely on expensive in house staff with 
a high degree of dependency on employees.  These 
solutions have no test against market for best 
practice/competitive advantage (and so are slow 
and precarious in their development because of 
their isolation) and tend to be based on outdated 
development technologies that are hard to change 
and support. 
 

- Best of breed software which is concerned with 
and limited to a specific area of functionality -  for 
example advanced production scheduling or 
managing the quality of product. 
 
Pros – high degree of expertise in a specific area 
which delivers rich functionality from the 
specialisation. 
Cons – non-integrated stand-alone solutions 
where building an integrated workflow is difficult.  
These always involve some degree of re-keying of 
static/master data and usually involve less than 
perfect and relatively slow data updates into the 
main ERP database unless a specific service based 
interface is developed. The more any area of 
functionality depends on granular, high volume 
integration, the less likely any integration will be 
successful. 
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- General purpose “Big Brand” ERP software 

Large brands such as Oracle, SAP, Microsoft 
Dynamics, Epicor tend to claim to be usable by any 
kind of industry, sometimes with a claim of 
knowledge of food as opposed to just Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods (FMCG). Some even claim fresh 
produce experience (see below). I am describing 
these ERP provides as big brands mainly because 
they are very large (big)  and they are so good at 
marketing themselves and their products (brand). 
They often rely on the inference that success is 
one industry is transferrable and desirable in 
another – the generic best practice argument.  
 
Pros – Very broad functionality (including 
application such as CRM, HR and engineering) 
with the very latest technology offering that is 
well integrated and offered by apparently large 
scale providers with large teams and financial 
stability. 
Cons – Little understanding or established 
experience of the specifics of any particular 
vertical market place unless this has been 
achieved where there are high margins and large 
scale industries. They have a tendency to try to 
shoehorn what they have into wherever they can 
sell as though this is best practice.  These 
companies play on what is the same (often using 
language that infers similarity) and never either 
mentioning or even considering what is actually 
different. It is always important to remember that 
when dealing with big brand ERP you are almost 
never dealing directly with the software creator. If 
they do try to chase a lower margin vertical 
market it tends to be a smaller agent without too 
much control over the software. These agents 
write a large proportion of the software that 
actually runs the specific trading and operational 
elements of the software whilst trying to use the 
main data components of the main big brand 
software – so a lot of the code is owned by and 
supported by the small agent This is a very 
compromised way to develop an ERP systems as 
no system allows its foundations to be changed if 
they are not suitable to the industry being 
serviced. 
 

- Vertical Market Focussed ERPs: Software 
companies that have dedicated themselves to 
building software from the foundations up for the 
businesses they serve in a specific vertical market 
– a market that handles the same kind of product 
or services in largely the same way and for the 
same purpose. 

 
Pros - best of breed expertise but broad ERP 
functionality with a fully integrated workflow of 
applications for all tasks designed for the vertical 
market being served without compromise. 
Cons – smaller company size focussed on one 
market (unless it pursues global ambitions to get to 
a larger scale (such as Prophet). 

 
WHAT WE FIND WHEN BIG BRAND ERP IS SOLD TO 
FRESH PRODUCE COMPANIES  
I think it is worth just dwelling for a moment on what 
we have learned about Big Brand ERP. Big brand ERP 
has been taking runs at fresh produce for three 
decades and in all their guises – no winning deeply 
implemented solution has emerged. If you take a 
careful look at what has been achieved – the patterns 
are similar and familiar. When you take up any 
references for such a system if you are thinking of 
changing or you want to assess your own attempt to 
implement such a system – look out for the following: 
 

- Superficial implementations that often overrun 
by many years and which  leave financial 
accounting and some basic functionality of 
process but leave spreadsheets or external 
stand-alone software (poorly integrated)  as 
the main operational/warehouse/planning 
solutions. 
 

- Use of a general ledger mechanisms for 
reporting profitability at ledger code and 
sometimes analysis code level per general 
ledger period with standard cost accounting as 
the main basis for management accounting the 
business for expected costs before the actuals 
are invoiced.  

o This focusses on average cost of stock, 
standard costs for all activities and 
mostly very poor information systems 
for the fresh produce environment. 

o It leads to very over coded and 
complex general ledger analytics try to 
deliver customer and product 
profitability and an accurate cost to 
service sales which in the end a general 
ledger approach simply cannot deliver 
below a very broad level with 
unrealistic business rules underpinning 
the attempt to achieve it. 
 

- Reversed implementations (failed) and lots of 
“green screen” (very old) systems that are still 
in use that have evolved a very rich vein of 
functionality.  These need just run of the mill 
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computer technology, a data base and a 
programming language – to keep going. Any 
review of systems in fresh produce will find 
that many are 20 -30 year old implementations 
and many that have tried newer systems and 
failed. The more stories of failed big brand ERP 
solutions that emerge – the longer these green 
screen/older/inhouse systems remain in place. 
 

These older systems should not be underestimated. 
They are rich in granular tribal knowledge: while they 
offer low tech they offer high degrees of functionality. 
It is very hard for new systems to match this 
functionality unless the system has had many years of 
broad use experience in the same industry and can 
offer a match to this functionality without major 
development. Failure for big branded ERP is because 
they see the tip of the iceberg when they do their 
functional requirements and their gap analysis. They 
think the words they use mean the same in fresh 
produce. They simply do not see the scale of the work 
needed for a workable solution. By the time they do, it 
is too late – and thinly implemented or solutions that 
never get live and are rejected result. Or worse, 
companies live with what has been achieved as their 
money runs out, often scared to litigate or blaming 
themselves for the failure to deliver on their 
expectations. 
 
WHY PRODUCE IS NOT LIKE OTHER BUSINESSES 
OK, so why is fresh produce so different?  
 
Within the category of perishable food  - those likely to 
spoil, decay or become unsafe to consume if not 
kept refrigerated at 40 F° (4.4 °C) or below or frozen at 
0 F° (-17.8 °C)  - such as meat, poultry, fish, 
dairy products (which must be kept refrigerated) – 
fresh produce is unusual. Produce is a generalized term 
for a group of farm-produced crops and goods, 
including fruits and vegetables – meats, grains, oats, 
etc. are also sometimes considered produce. More 
specifically, the term "produce" often implies that the 
products are fresh and generally in the same state as 
when they were harvested (assuming they were 
harvested in the right condition). When sold to the end 
customer, these types of food are sold in their fresh 
state, so freezing is not an option. Maintaining their 
“just harvested” state is the challenge, as these kinds of 
product deteriorate rapidly when exposed in any way 
to normal, uncontrolled atmospheric conditions. Fresh 
produce is about the risk associated with delivering 
such products in the desired state and how to manage 
that risk through what is often a complex multi staged, 
long distance supply chain. 
 

The factors that affect the nature and condition of any 
item of fresh produce by the time it reaches the store 
are: 
 

- Cultivar used/genetics – often man trial 
aspects and changing seasonal conditions as 
environment and exposure impact behaviour  

- How and where it was grown – all the 
conditions 

- Harvesting and initial packing processes – what 
gets shipped with what – from where 

- How it is transported – for how long and in 
what conditions – how stored 

o Commercial scale – need for combining 
product along the way 

o Technology involved along the way to 
maintain the environment 

- How long product will store – which ranges 
from a year or more for some products – to a 
few days for others 

- Final destination  - where it has to travel to and 
through where 

- Product demand – when it finally gets 
delivered to store(taste and fashion/income 
available/season/weather) 
 

Whilst various international standards exist for 
product identification, product item codes like GTIN’s 
do not capture the enormous variety of possible 
product characteristic specifications and what that 
product can be used for. Furthermore, what arrives can 
often be a different set of characteristics to what 
started the journey from the field and not be of the 
quality expected for the  intended use that the grower 
thought the product had and which the receiver 
expected. 

 
Growing is a highly diverse activity with very little 
retailer to grower contract management -and not a 
great deal of large scale farming. This makes for a 
highly fragmented grower base – each of whom 
decides for itself (with whatever market intelligence it 
can gather and based on its own judgement of what 
people want (and at some distance form those people) 
what to grow and when. The highly variable supply 
chain possibilities of any single product during the 
growing seasons that follow each other from area to 
area around the world as summer changes to winter 
and back add to the possible variations of product 
characteristics and the time taken to reach market. 
Inspections, border crossing, the procedures for each 
border, the modes of transport - all these add to the 
uncertainty as to the timing of the arrival of the goods. 
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Finally, exchange rates for international trade (and 
fresh produce is dominated by the need to import food 
into most developed countries) are at play and greatly 
affect the final value paid by the end customer and paid 
to the grower. This creates for a level of risk for both 
that can swing wildly even once the goods have been 
harvested and shipped and can encourage last minute 
and seasonal decision to divert the goods from one 
market to the next based on exchange rates as any 
profit rests in the swings in rates alone. 
 
This all creates an enormous risk of matching supply to 
demand in supply chains that take from 2 days to 
weeks – by air and ships as well as trucks. On any single 
day – the market – with its challenges of condition and 
timing and non-supply – struggles to fill retail shelves 
at acceptable end customer prices. At the same time, 
the life of most fresh produce is very limited and so 
produce will be wasted unless sold and consumed: 
selling out is a vital function of any Produce business. 
This is not the planned sell by date process of most 
food businesses: this is the pressure to clear the 
consignment by tomorrow having received it 
yesterday. 

 
As a result of all of this risk, the supply chain is 
dominated by the cost of contingency and of forced 
selling in the face of wastage. And this has an enormous 
effect on how any company manages and knows its 
costs and the way business is done in fresh produce. 
The costs of the goods reaching the end customer are 
then highly variable: 
 

- Markets constantly set new daily prices – 
despite some attempts at contracts – most 
business is conducted on the basis of what is 
possible at the precise time the product can 
reach (is demanded) by its final customer 
 

- Service prices are set per job (within governing 
contracts that vary). Trucking, storage, 
shipping etc. vary, often on a bid per job basis 
and are capable of variation for many reasons. 

o Tariffs based on source and supply 
chain 

o Not to plan processes - which ship the 
fruit gets to – when it arrives – how 
much traffic etc 
 

- Fresh produce has so many deal types -way of 
agreeing to trade – which lead to an 
uncertainty over the final purchase price – 
through various firm to agency based deals – all 
of which have to be captured and are not easy 

to predict forwards – ahead of market 
conditions: 

o Grower returns (in its various forms) – 
a complex set of possibilities (loans and 
advances, minimum price guarantees, 
shares of the profit earned)  which 
create a shared risk to ownership and 
final value of the product and the costs 
incurred on behalf of the grower by the 
receiver based on how the product 
performs – and which provides a 
partnership approach to product title 

o Trust is at the heart of much trade in 
fresh produce - trust that the grower 
will be paid the fair price with the fair 
deductions given the market 
conditions at the time – which places 
relationships at the heart of the 
industry and exact record keeping with 
the ability if needed to be able to 
account back as required at the heart 
of the processes. (Often companies act 
as though a firm purchase has taken 
place after the final sale or once market 
conditions and product conditions are 
known). 
 

- There is limited information on how much is in 
the market from day to day and most 
organisation have a need to meet shortages 
based on swings in demand. 
 

- There is a wide variety of possible uses for any 
product – from a finished product sold loose to 
being used as an ingredient in anything from 
just bagged, sold individually, sliced processed 
or mixed into final finished products – no 
matter the intended use. This makes for a 
highly dynamic approach to how to sell out of 
any product with short shelf life with very short 
lead times to manufacture products (adding to 
the possibilities close to the changes in 
demand). 

 
- These factors create massive challenges – 

given the growing cycles.  
o Long term relationships to ensure year 

to year supply. 
o The need to hold stock in order to 

guarantee supply to customer to retain 
their business. 

o Limited shelf life of many items if held 
in stock – so wastage and how much 
will waste affects the true cost of the 
product 
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o The need to sell out quickly – for the 
product you couldn’t use (for whatever 
reason). 
 

- Margins are low (because any competitive 
advantage lay in skills that often many people 
get right and force prices down without any 
protective barriers to entry) – so volume per 
company is high and getting higher, so the risk 
increases with more volume. 

 
This is a picture with enormous noise. The execution 
has so many sources of uncertainty and change – no 
matter the contract model. Managing the noise is what 
fresh produce is about. It is a business of managing the 
risk created by the noise in such a way as to provide a 
steady flow of product in the right condition to manage 
the expectation of end customers. This is not about 
simple business efficiency – not about the obsession of 
manufacturing consumer goods or ambient/chilled 
groceries to drive regularity and so reduce costs (often 
through increasing rationalisation and scale). 
Budgeting is about what you forecast will happen. It’s 
just a way of planning primary resources – space 
(warehouse and logistics) fixed staff and office 
overheads (with an eye to having access to variable 
costs as much as possible). This represents little key 
information when noisy execution starts. 
 
In the moment, the actual achievable values are 
everything as they allow immediate decisions to 
change things that lose money and maximise things 
that make money on that particular day with those 
particular parameters. In high volume fast changing 
businesses, fast decision making is critical. The primary 
task is in knowing precisely what is happening and 
what the cost value is/sale value is as soon as is 
possible, as accurately as is possible (within the 
enormous noise) and knowing this at the consignment 
line/sales order line level – low enough level to see why 
and what to do. 
 
A final point. Most fresh produce companies operate 
(even when owned within a large corporate structure) 
in the $30 to $300m range with very low net margins. 
This means that any ERP solution has to be affordable 
across all of its life. It has to be affordable in terms of 
the people needed to manage it, and the skills needed 
to operate it, and the costs of maintaining it, and 
changing it when things change.  
 
WHAT A FRESH PRODUCE ERP SHOULD LOOK LIKE 
Because every consignment has so much that can be 
different about it and the way it is used, a fresh 
produce ERP must build all the data and all the 

processes at this level – the individual consignment and 
whatever within that consignment that is different. 
Whatever word you use to identify the individual 
consignment (PO, file number, lot) from a given vendor 
which arrives at the same time, it ought to have the 
same condition if the same product and similar service 
cost characteristics for that same load. Fresh produce 
needs to be able to manage all of the information as to 
its processes at this specific level of the inventory of 
the goods that it manages and any services that are 
directly related to the management of those specific 
goods.  
 
Because things change rapidly – produce slowly or 
rapidly rots, weather changes trading conditions 
(demand and supply and sometimes logistics arrival 
dates) – this information, with all its granular precision, 
has to be delivered rapidly. Because the volume is high 
– many people act at once on a lot of produce- so there 
is a lot of data and they have to share that data and the 
produce in many ways in real time. The issue is very 
precise real time inventory control and speed of 
information and actions – being able to see where you 
are – and where all your colleagues and their data is – 
together – in real time. Whether in planning or in 
executing – the level of data has to be at the granular – 
down to the consignment and its pallets – level. For this 
reason, it is essential that the system is multi user (onto 
the same inventory records) when working in real time 
and that the various tasks that need to be performed 
are part of an integrated set of applications that can 
operate on the same database in near real time without 
locking up data or introducing any lags into updating or 
retrieving data. 
 
Managing this risk with this degree of noise is what a 
fresh produce ERP has to be able to do. The 
foundations of such a system have to deliver on this 
need to manage the specific and the granular that 
occur when execution happens. High volume, low 
margin and variation in the characteristics, quality, cost 
and final timing and use of any product handled 
through the supply chain means you need to know 
precisely what the costs and sales values are of that 
consignment and even that pallet you use and why 
those costs and sales values are as they are. 
 
And this is where we get to the challenge you will face 
with your accounting team and your CFO. They will 
advocate the use of standard costs and variance 
analysis. But where does standard cost work for 
companies – why is it so widely used?  
 
If your business is about efficiency – achieving the most 
efficient throughput – and your focus is in removing 
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the noise of variation to achieve the most streamlined 
way of passing a regular process through a factory – 
standard costs offer a workable solution to gaining 
insight and delivering improved profitability. They 
drive behaviour to remove the variances and noise and 
to achieve the standard. If you make cars, process 
chemicals, make consumer white goods, standardising 
and driving efficient throughput are the business goal 
and standard costing with its focus on understanding 
and removing variances fits. It works. It drives 
behaviour to make more profits. 
 
This is the norm for many accountants who have 
worked outside of fresh produce. It is the basic 
approach to management accounting that is taught 
throughout the accounting profession globally and so it 
is the conventional wisdom that almost all 
management accountants bring to any question of 
operational/trading performance analysis and 
accounting. Unfortunately, it simply isn’t appropriate 
to fresh produce. 
 
I am not saying that rationalisation and scale are not 
playing a part in fresh produce.  They have some part to 
play in driving down costs in the factory processes 
close to the retailer in the supply chain just as direct 
communications and longer term growing contracts 
supply chain help set growing decisions and initial “how 
will this product be used” patterns for the precise 
specifications and initial packaging used at the grower 
end of the supply chain.  But to date, these effects are 
evolutions and the basic risk and noise remains. It can 
also be said that when times are good – these 
improvement help – but as soon as growing conditions 
or demand and supply get out of kilter – the best laid 
plans and contracts soon fall by the wayside and the 
risk and noise prevail. Supply chains in fresh produce 
are still the same in their essential character – full of 
noise, dependent on managing each specific 
consignment. 
 
How easy it is to change the ERP is also of critical 
importance. Fresh produce feeds on a constant need 
for change in its workflows. The nature of how business 
changes in order to cope with the management of the 
risk – almost constantly – because managing the risk 
through the supply chain forces regular evolution. The 
very large combination of factors in achieving supply. 
The every shifting new product specification for retail 
customers. Margin pressure forcing process change to 
find cost savings.  So the system has to be capable of 
easy evolution in the face of the evolution in these 
needs, otherwise people just go back to standalone 
spreadsheets and their paper solutions. 
 

Finally, all of these aspects have to be achieved in a 
cost effective and manageable by fresh produce people 
– within a produce company’s ability to pay at their 
scale with their margin, unlike big brand ERP which has 
developed to service large multinational high margin or 
efficient throughput business models. So offering a 
business model for such software is as important as the 
foundations, functionality and usability that the 
software can offer. Take a step back. Be realistic about 
fresh produce – who it attracts as employees and what 
it can afford to pay for its people and its systems 
compared with other industries. Fresh produce 
margins demand a pragmatic approach – which does 
little to lessen the complexity and the risk that it faces. 
So any such system has to be manageable: capable of 
being used, being maintained for the data that is 
necessary and being close to each action so that the 
process matches what happens in real life as it 
happens. This means your staff – and you know them 
well – have to be able to cope with such a system. You 
do not want or need to be held hostage by highly paid 
job mobile consultants or experts priced by other 
industries who are too expensive (and in short supply) 
for fresh produce. 
 
HOW PROPHET DELIVERS A FRESH PRODUCE 
SOLUTION – A TOOLKIT OF STANDARD ELEMENTS 
Perhaps the most important word in the history of 
Prophet is - serendipity! The occurrence and 
development of events by chance in a happy or 
beneficial way. Prophet software was fortunate 
enough to start its life some 30 years ago by providing 
business accounting and inventory management 
systems to terminal market wholesalers. If it wasn’t for 
this, it is doubtful whether what has followed would 
have been achieved. 
 
Most such wholesale businesses were the key middle 
men in the produce supply chain back then. They 
brought product in directly from their growers and sold 
directly from their floor stock. Market prices were set 
daily based on the local market conditions in each city 
and bargained with each customer for each trade and 
the norm was to account back to the grower for the 
product that was sold at the price that was sold and for 
the wholesaler to take a fee for being the sales agent 
whilst deducting any costs he had incurred in handling 
the consignment. Importers or brokers worked in a 
very similar fashion. This forced a need for the 
inventory system to work in real time, allowing more 
than one salesman to sell from the same consignment 
“lots” at the same time (so the system kept track of 
what was left and who had taken what) The financial 
accounting system worked from the starting point of 
this lowest level – what sales were made of each 
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consignment of product. One integrated system 
allowed real time multi user interaction into the same 
inventory files down to the consignment pallet stock 
level. 
  
With this foundation, Prophet then evolved with the 
supply chain with these as its foundations. It was never 
a financial accounting package with order management 
and standard costing as its basis,  trying to bolt 
consignment accounting on the side as a ate 
afterthought – the approach for any of the big brand 
ERP’s who stumble into fresh produce. Today the key 
features that provide the foundation for Prophet being 
able to deliver are as follows: 
 

- Inventory management centred on the 
specifics down to pallet/bin level – in all 
aspects of reporting availability - through to 
Material Requirements Planning 

 
- A general rules engine - configurable rules for 

all aspects of how data is automatically 
associated with orders and inventory to be able 
to manage the variety of possibilities and apply 
them. 
 

- Activity based costing rules engine – with 
configurable rules to generate accurate 
expected costs to match to payables or capture 
overheads accurately and apply the correct 
contract to based sales values for goods and 
services. 
 

- Inventory based accounting – with the ability 
to apportion expected and actual financial 
postings to the lowest level of activity in order 
to provide accurate profitability reporting at 
these levels – sales orders, purchase orders, 
works orders – this has been culmination of 
years of work and learning many lessons from 
trial and error as much as intelligent design 
    
 

 
Figure 1. Inventory Centric Accounting Structure 

- A file structure able to deliver reliable accurate 
customer sales order profitability by deriving 
an accurate cost to service as soon as the goods 
leave the business and which corrects for any 
improvements from any actual ledger 
accounting as postings are made. Delivering 
what the business actually earns from each 
delivery out close to the point the goods leave 
the business is the key tool for fresh produce 
companies in the fight to survive and prosper. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sales Order Profitability 

- Planning as a seamless on demand (not start of 
day) extension of the live inventory 
management – just as quick and just as 
granular – because the current calculation of 
availability affects the important future time 
periods. In Prophet material and capacity 
requirements planning is a unique near live 
inventory and capacity calculation engine –  the 
culmination of years of work, trial and error as 
much as intended design 
 

- A configurable user interface so the software is 
used by everyone, everywhere and every time 
for all tasks. Configurable workflow processes 
that work in all circumstances to ensure the 
right steps get fulfilled without management 
oversight through the whole process onto a 
single database. Together these allow for the 
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first foundation for Deep Implementations – 
where the software is used by everyone in all 
their work all of the time – giving the software 
a much more significant role with more 
significant opportunities to change behaviour 
in the organisation 

 
- A comprehensive services based message 

Interface for electronic data interchange (EDI) 
of all stages of all transactions and equipment 
integration so that real time data extends to 
the wider supply chain collaborators and to 
equipment and other software outside of the 
Prophet software. Prophet is well positioned 
with a large library of integration messages 
that conform international standards allowing 
a wide range of supply chain messaging 
structure interaction, (Orders, ASN’s, 
Confirmation of orders, logistics orders and 
confirmations, Invoices, Payments) and 
develops API’s around these messages for a 
wide range of OEE machinery and processing 
and handling equipment integration including 
warehouse technologies such as Voice 
recognition software and Robotics software. 

 
- Standard system development by way of an 

annual subscription license. Often hidden from 
view is one of the key elements of Prophet’s 
success. All development work for all 
companies is carried out to ensure that a 
standard set of software solutions are available 
and used by all companies who take the 
upgraded software on a regular basis to use 
and gain form the change – and feedback into 
the virtuous circle to affect future change. This 
provides the second key foundation for Deep 
Implementations - adapting easily to change to 
maintain deep implementations. This annual 
subscription license allows Produce companies 
to pay a year at a time without major upfront 
license fees making initial ownership 
affordable – and allowing the shared 
development of a standard configurable 
system focussed on the same industry to 
deliver highly cost effective ownership of many 
years. 

 
All of these elements allow Prophet to work as an ERP 
within the fresh produce business. But read these 
through carefully. At their heart is configurability. They 
are building blocks. Each elements plays a vital part in 
allowing it to deliver deep implementations, but each 
also offers a basis for competitive advantage. Each, if 
well understood, can be deployed as a highly 

configurable tool by fresh produce entrepreneurs who 
strive to understand their business in detail and every 
day. And so each Prophet implementation is in and of 
itself, unique. Each one offers the basis, not just for 
delivering a software solution that delivers deep 
implementations, but also in a tailored, specific way. 
Built to meet and reflect your fresh produce company’s 
view of how to do the work and how to be the best at 
what you do, your company’s way of building its 
Prophet solution can itself be a competitive advantage. 
 
ERP’S THAT CLAIM TO WORK - BUYER BEWARE!  
There are a set of simple warning signs when selecting 
an ERP in fresh produce that will help to flag up when 
something is not right with a system that is being 
considered. 

 

What Is Essential? 
Any ERP you select must deliver real time control over 
the inventory and deliver near real time perspectives 
of the availability of usable, correctly qualified 
inventory for the needs of the business for the short, 
medium and long term. Delivering this is a non-
negotiable. Any mass balance, end of day, stock take 
dependent inventory accuracy should be avoided at all 
costs.  

 
The Same Words Do Not Mean the Same Thing 
Often other ERP companies use the same words to try 
to convey the same capabilities:  

– lot tracking  
– consignment accounting  
– MRP (material requirements planning)  
– customer profitability 
 

This is like using term car for a Ferrari and a Ford – it 
depends on what you need to use a car for as to what is 
a suitable car. So do not let the word be used without 
absolute clarity as it is in the software company’s 
interest to use words and skate over the detail of the 
meaning of those words when making such claims. 
When these words are used – you need to have the 
precise meaning demonstrated in the software – using 
your data and your understanding of your business 
process. And be careful of the easy “yes!” without 
seeing the detail when they say “yes!”. 

 

What Should Not Take Centre Stage 
Whilst there are many characteristics that you should 
be looking for in an ERP for fresh produce, there are 
also a set of characteristics that require caution: 
 

1. Standard cost accounting is a fundamental 
mistake in fresh produce other than as a 
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secondary reporting mechanism in 
manufacturing efficiency measurement. 

2. Budgeting is of limited value. Often 
accountants see budgeting as vital because 
they are tied into managing by standard cost – 
and planning is necessary from the long, 
medium and short term. But the budgeting 
process should not then be the basis of 
evaluating actions when the noise happens 
during execution as so much noise is present. 
Budgeting is a way of setting the outer 
constraints to the business decisions and of 
limited use within those constraints given the 
degree of noise.  

3. General ledger accounting cannot deliver the 
granularity needed as a solution for reporting 
the performance information needed to really 
manage the business and it is a very poor 
mechanism for the right level of data for 
Customer and product within order 
profitability which his vital to control within 
fresh produce. Trying to add more and more 
analytical dimensions to the general ledger 
postings to achieve this eventually hits hard 
limits as to what can be amalgamated within 
the general ledger and pushes it past its 
capabilities as a financial period fiscal reporting 
mechanism. In simple terms, the general ledger 
was never conceived for management 
accounting. Worst of all, you have to wait until 
month end and then a week or so if you are 
lucky to get any figures anyway. The product 
and any problems are both long gone and any 
learning lost in the fog of competing memories. 

4. General ledger accounting allows you to avoid 
the discipline of a closed inventory control 
system. You can escape the process captured 
cost of managing your inventory in a zero sum 
way so that every piece is accounted for. You 
can avoid the immediate visibility of not doing 
the inventory management job well. This 
makes for the black hole of retrospective 
period end stock adjustments that simply blow 
away any profitability you thought you had.  
 

A diligent accounts team inside a fresh produce 
company just would not use these tools to steer the 
business on a day to day level. The value of the general 
ledger is that it provides a reliable stream of final actual 
accounting data to correct and update and add final 
accuracy to any data being used – and it must be used 
in this integrated way with any reporting system – as it 
is in Prophets inventory accounting. 
 

BEWARE CLAIMED EXPERIENCE AND BEWARE 
CONSULTANTS 
In the journey to find the right ERP, the two main 
remaining dangers are: 
 

1. Big Brand software companies that claim fresh 
produce experience. Be diligent and have a 
really good look at that experience. One of the 
primary problems is the signing of non-
disclosure agreements in out of court 
settlements that try to keep the failures secret. 
You need to ask for a full “confidential” 
disclosure of all agreements signed over a long 
period – say 10 years – and then to be allowed 
to select the references you take from that list. 
Measure how many (ask) are still customers. 
Look at the remaining customers and ask for 
the detail as to how deep the implementations 
are. Ask to talk to the customers about their 
expectations and what they actually achieved. 
Ask how many failed systems they have had in 
the last 10 years in the fresh produce market. 
Do not under estimate how much this 
information will be withheld. If they claim 
produce experience – then do not take this at 
face value. Do your homework. Non-disclosure 
will be as telling as disclosure. 
 

2. Consultants sell themselves as experts in ERP – 
and almost never have any experience of fresh 
produce when being consulted about what ERP 
a fresh produce company should choose. If they 
show willing to really take the differences on 
board and learn from them – then things may 
work out. But often they talk about bringing 
“Best Practice” from other industries – even 
other food industries. They ply their trade 
through the conventional wisdom of 
accounting and big branded ERP – and when 
they talk in this way it is time to be very wary. It 
is not unusual for a team of expensive 
consultants help a company put their 
requirements together in long detailed tender 
documents that take an army to answer. Then, 
when the demonstration to the customer 
happens, the requirements as advised by the 
consultants do not match what the users really 
wants once they see it. Again check the 
credentials of the consultants. What successful 
experience do they have with systems in fresh 
produce companies? Talk to their previous 
clients and look at their results as consultants 
in your fresh produce space. 
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WHAT ABOUT OTHER VERTICAL MARKET FRESH 
PRODUCE SOFTWARE COMPANIES? 
I should declare my hand. Good ERP software – the 
right ERP software – has to spend the years and years 
needed to understand specific industries, and 
sometimes the specific sectors of that industry. In 
computer industry parlance – concentrate their efforts 
on specific vertical markets. No software solution will 
provide for the fresh produce business without the 
decades of dedication to understanding the specific 
and shifting needs of fresh produce. Prophet has done 
exactly that. But Prophet is not the only company that 
has dedicated itself to fresh produce. Companies such 
as Famous and Produce Pro, to their credit, have 
focussed in exactly the same way, but they have not 
built their businesses in the same way to provide the 
key elements as a foundation for deep 
implementations and for the future. The differences 
are easy to see within Prophet: 

 
- Technology approach – Prophet takes on new 

technology and evolves it into the product so 
user companies upgrade regularly and get the 
latest technology seamlessly. 

- Constant upgrade of all functionality within an 
annual subscription, bringing all that is learned 
to everyone as they emerge within  the 
standard product – without painful major 
upgrading every five or six (or ten) years. 

- Open user company self-development so that 
all of the granular tweaks and specifics are 
easily accomplished in the timescales needed 
by any individual company. Configurable 
workflows and interfaces. Software that is 
adaptable – and adapted constantly – both by 
Prophet and by its users 

- Open message integration to all emergent 
data exchange and technologies 

- Open data for easy access and use of the data 
in the latest data analysis and BI tools. 

- Open to building long standing collaborative 
development relationships with customers – 
ones that allow Prophet to gain a full 
understanding of the fresh produce industry 
and to trial and experiment and learn from 
within it. This customer base affords breadth 
and depth within the fresh produce supply 
chain internationally  and  to get experience 
from all interactions – including retailers, major 
companies, opinion leading companies, retail 
distributors, growers, packers and graders and 
conditioning stations, manufacturers, port 
handlers, food service distributors, terminal 
market wholesalers – many of whom have scale 
and complexity and a progressive approach. 

- Well-funded by an annual subscription license 
business model, so not reliant on charging a 
great deal for add-ons or software 
modifications or for charging large up front 
license fees for new customers and 
disproportionate support fees and extra 
support fees for software modifications. 

 
Together, these elements underpin the one key reason 
that Prophet has survived and prospered. Fundamental 
to the size, breadth and long standing nature of this 
Prophet user base is that Prophet focusses on achieving 
the least cost to operate. Only by delivering the control 
at the most granular level and reporting very granular 
very rapid profitability can companies find their losses 
and act to remove them – and this more than anything, 
allows fresh produce companies to drive down costs 
and remain competitive. Relationships last because 
both sides win and Prophet has many very long 
standing relationships with companies that have been 
surviving, growing and winning for a long time. 
 
If you take a close look at the other fresh produce 
vertical market software vendors, they cannot match 
this shopping list nor can they hope to start to from 
here. These other vertical market software providers 
tend to have: 

- the same older development technology for 20 
years or more 

- no strategic core product development  
- a  business model that relies on new sales 
- large user base of smaller companies (who suit 

such software) but also, surprisingly, quite a 
few larger companies who have grown from 
small to medium or large using the software 
and find it hard to give up 

- higher software support fees and reliance on 
software modifications income 

- modifications are specific mods for specific 
customers without whole product upgrades 

- reliance on bolt on work and charging a lot for 
major developments for specific customer that 
they sell on when customers ask 

- no depth or complexity or integration is offered 
through the whole process 

- large missing features from the integration 
(like warehousing, packing/manufacturing or 
MRP) 

- difficulty in get any data out so that good 
reporting can be achieved without expensive 
third party add-ons 

- an essential core but thin level of fresh produce 
specific functionality that does the job so that 
the software becomes very sticky (not easily 
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removed) but then is surrounded by 
spreadsheets and bolt-ons. 

 
Prophet stands apart. I say this from a position of 
admitted bias, but I also look around regularly and see 
what is out there and how they have done and what 
they are doing. The positive features of Prophet 
founded on annual subscription license, its’ larger and 
more diverse customer base in many countries and its 
broad coverage of the whole of the fresh produce 
supply chain means Prophet’s software is unmatched 
compared to both the limited advantages of other fresh 
produce vertical market software providers.  No-one 
has structured their business model and continually re-
invested into their software as Prophet has.  This 
places Prophet in a winning position to take full 
advantage of the substantial automation opportunities 
now available through technological advance. 
 
WHY DOES PROPHET’S APPROACH MATTER TO 
AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE? 
I think that to get to automation and to be able to make 
use of smart algorithms and other artificial intelligence 
in the processes within your fresh produce business, 
you have to: 

 
1. Get the tasks and data and rules in a system in 

digital form first as a deep implementation. 
 

First, you have to get all of the tasks and data 
and rules in a system in digital form as a deep 
implementation. Prophet has achieved the base 
camp. It has the software implemented deeply 
in a great many fresh produce businesses and it 
can offer this to any fresh produce company 
that does not have it. It is capable of being 
understood and managed by people employed 
by your business in collaboration with Prophet 
because the software can be built up through 
the Workspace toolkit. Automation is then a 
layered evolution of removing the need for 
humans to decide when and what button to 
push – evolution as steps of human interaction 
removal. 

 
2. Integrate openly with other systems (inside 

and outside the enterprise) so that no rekeying 
is required and data availability is maximised. 

 
For any software solution to deliver the right 
scope of automation it has to have an open 
approach to integration and share its data: with 
the software that drives equipment, with the 
software needed for even more specialist 
functions and with the other systems used by 

supply chain collaborators. With the service 
based use of standard messages and the ability 
to add API integration into this messaging, 
Prophet has this openness and its approach is 
open minded to sharing and interacting in this 
way. 

 
3. Experiment across a great many opportunities 

to work out (sometimes by trial and error) what 
works. 

 
Prophet has a Broad Base of fresh produce 
collaborators in its customer base - a set of  
mostly very long standing collaborative 
relationships, ones that have worked through 
problems and achieved success through 
working over long periods together. The 
importance of these relationships cannot be 
overstated. On-going change requires stable 
trust based relationships - relationship with 
familiar faces over long periods of time who 
know the businesses they are dealing with. This 
is a key strength in Prophet’s offering - decades 
of many long standing relationships. Prophet 
has many highly collaborative relationships at 
all stages of the international and national 
supply chain. It encourages user companies to 
the very greatest degree of involvement in 
software design and sharing of usage 
experiences and commercial needs. This means 
Prophet has perspective – your industry’s 
perspective - in what it does. Using Prophet is 
as much a relationship that can be harvested 
through mutual collaboration as a software 
solution that provides features. Opportunity 
lay in both. This offer to share and collaborate 
lowers the risk of dependency and greatly 
increases the opportunity for competitive 
advantage. It provides the basis for 
experimentation and evolution through a 
degree of trial and error and a ready-made 
research bed for the work that needs to be 
done to achieve automation. In this Prophet 
stands apart within the world of fresh produce. 

 
These elements are key advantages for the next major 
move into automation and not ones you will find in the 
other companies offering systems into the fresh 
produce market. When I take the time to do my 
homework and look at what these companies have 
done and are doing - there is no clear and obvious 
alternative to Prophet that has been positioned in the 
same way. 
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AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE - 
THE NEXT STEPS 
This then takes me back to the key thought for this 
paper – how to get to automation and take advantage 
of what artificial intelligence might offer – using 
Prophet. What, then, is the opportunity? 

 
Automation removes human interaction where humans 
to decide when and what button to push. While you can 
try to model and create datasets of the supposed rules 
as to what will improve a process flow using 
automation, the real world aspects of understanding 
workable processes in real world circumstances still 
requires a fully implemented set of tasks in order to 
develop smarter possibilities using smart software. 
Eliminating tasks requires: 

- Software that can do what the human 
interaction does.  

- An ability to run at the correct point in any 
process automatically  

- An ability to search and collect the right data 
and calculate and return the correct (similar or 
better than the human would have) 
result/action on the database for that task to 
be completed. 

 
In short, to allow this automation, you have to have 
captured all your tasks down to the granular level of all 
tasks within the planning, operational and accounting 
processes. You need all of the data necessary for any 
tasks to be completed: not in someone’s head or in 
some external document or data source when the 
person does the work. 
 
Prophet provides within its delivery technology: 

- The Prophet Workspace – a toolkit that allows 
all of the elements of how the operator 
performs the task and the data and data 
operations (calculators) needed in such a way 
as to provide a logical workflow for the 
operator. This digitally encapsulates all the 
elements as to how that task is done. 

- Automation Packages that such that can drive 
workspaces without human interaction and 
which can be conditionally replayable 
(sensitive to any changes of date or sequencing 
based on the data etc).  

- A Services Architecture – that allows message 
interactions with other systems and equipment 
to be automated and which can play 
automation packages at the required time. 

 
Workspaces allow a user company to precisely build 
their work into the workspace so the exact workflows 
are captured – and then gradually use automation 

packages played through services to take out an 
increasing amount of that work as the very granular 
opportunities to take time out are spotted and 
exploited. In time, user companies can then move from 
less and less time for the operator to running the 
automation packages as a service without direct 
employee involvement (or just employee oversight and 
checking by far fewer employees). 
 
If we have these elements we can then move to 
automation: 
 
Step 1 – Get the planning, trading, operational and 
financial tasks exactly “choreographed” using the 
workspace technology. This technology allows for the 
small regular “tweaks” to be easily made to ensure all 
tasks are performed by everyone in the complex co-
ordinated interactions, with the database that 
represent a company’s processes and its’ processing. 
Within this engine a powerful rules engine allows a 
great deal of data automation to assist normal data 
entry by users – which gradually removes much of the 
“default or pre settable” data to be set for the user 
(prices, contract terms, product code characteristics 
etc.) and controls what cannot be done – leaving the 
decision space the user can operate in. 
 
Prophet also provides for message based data 
exchange with supply chain partners, other software 
and through other software with the machinery used 
by Produce companies to handled and process product. 
These message exchange replace the need for re-
keying and are available for all of the main trading and 
operational transactions within Prophet. 

 
Step 2 – Once the steps of task captured (all elements 
to be used needed – easily adapted) - rules captured for 
each step to be done successfully – to build workflow – 
then Prophet has Compound Automation Packages 
(CAPs) – the ability to play through a task with 
conditional responses to the data that is provides as 
the steps within a task are played through. 

   
In many ways this allows for what can be described as 
simple automation – knowing what date today is and 
filtering data to being in the right set to operate on, 
checking for some specific data condition (is the file 
fully sold) and then moving the data forwards in some 
way (send for settlement). But by combining many of 
these simple and small steps – a great deal of labour 
can be saved. Prophet’s CAP technology allows for this 
kind of automation today. And by chaining together 
any number of these CAPs a great deal can be 
automated – by taking an evolutionary approach and 
taking labour out – piece by piece. 
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Already Prophet users are rebuilding all of their tasks 
in Workspaces and beginning to evolve CAPS to 
remove the time users spend on tasks. 
 
Already, for Prophet users,  inventory allocation to 
sales orders and works orders is increasingly managed 
by the application of simple conditional rules afforded 
by Prophet’s rules engine to make simple selections – 
what is the best thing to use to fulfil what is needed – in 
near real time and in planning decisions.  
 
Already, for Prophet users, grower settlements and 
liquidations are being managed according to the rules 
set up through contracts and through the more 
challenging rules relating to seasonal value balancing in 
the face of market conditions - to assist buyers in their 
weekly decisions and take the time out of settlements. 
 
Today in Prophet, the same automation approach can 
be applied to exchanging data in any supply chain or in 
using data exchange messages with equipment. 
Prophet has the messages (built to conform to 
international data standards – EDIFACT X12 etc) and 
can use the automation packages – often run as 
background services – to send data out or bring data in 
– allowing automated interaction with other systems 
and the machinery used in handling and processing and 
the development of API’s are now allowing interactors 
to self-service the data they need to give and to take 
and allow for a much more granular interaction 
between software systems of all kinds.  A good example 
of progress is Prophet’s service based EDI automation 
and OEE integration This will open up the Internet of 
Things (IOT) allowing all kinds of equipment/devices to 
interact directly with the ERP.   The on-going 
introduction of the services architecture to all forms of 
message based data exchange within Prophet provides 
the necessary foundation to exploit this kind of 
automation as it comes onstream and other systems 
offer these interfaces. 
 
Step 3 - From Automation to Smart Algorithms to 
Artificial Intelligence 
Smart software can then move from automation to 
various degrees of artificial intelligence: 
 

- Storing a range of results from regularly used 
patterns of data searches and results to offer 
quick reliable results without long calculations.  

- Harnessing the ever growing access to greater 
computer power through memory, processing 
power and multi-threading (being able to 
submit parts of any work to many processor 
cores at the same time) to deliver more 

calculations and test for the best result in a 
commercially viable timescale. 

- Finding results that a user could not determine 
(either at all or in the time required). 

 
The first step on from where we are now is as follows: 
 
Being able to play through conditional IF’S in a way that 
checks on possible choices and then select the best (not 
optimising but choosing the best score). 
This is for situations where you ask for some data to 
meet the needs for the next step in a task and more 
than one outcome/choice is possible. Where the choice 
is not as simple as – take any or take the first you find 
by using some simple sequencing – you often need to 
be able to provide a richer calculation of which of the 
choices is preferable – in situ as you work. The constant 
increase in processor power, cost of memory and 
increased power of efficient processor use with 
techniques of multi-threading (and indeed full parallel 
processing) means that this approach to running large 
calculations over big data is increasingly a viable idea 
now for fresh produce companies. 
 
Prophet already has its R&D working on MRP based 
planning so that all quantity and values can be played 
through for the lowest level of real life granularity 
using the full Prophet live database so that a full 
quantity and financial value model of the coming 
weeks, months and year can be generated based on  
the best information know and easily recalculated: not 
only for the changes in that data (yields expected give 
changing weather) but also for what if changes in the 
data to plan for a range of scenarios. This development 
of a highly granular big data calculation engine (down 
to product from vendor on pallet and product to 
customer on pallet sales order line) will deliver the 
foundation for improved procurement and operational 
decisions and slowly evolve to the automation of much 
of the time spent by trading and operational teams as 
the engine delivers the right what, when, from whom 
and to whom answers on a daily, weekly and seasonal 
basis.  

 
Tread with caution in this area, however: 
 

- You cannot really get a meaningful model that 
gives real world results without the same 
granularity of real word data and this means 
you need to build out from your ERP’s static 
and transaction data for providing this model 
of transactions and sales and cost values.  

 
- None of this removes the reactive real time 

nature of these decisions and that they are 
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forced to change as circumstances change daily 
(even hourly). It just means the whole picture is 
now capable of being recalculated quickly and 
to deliver a coherent (taking account of all 
factors) set of choices and possibly, in time, 
selecting a choice (certainly where the 
parameters make that a safe thing to do). 
However one looks at it  - the sheer 
computational power that is being offered 
when applied to multi-factor calculations with 
an exponential number of possible results 
quickly outstrips any human ability and will 
start to offer improved decision when the 
factors and their interactions are complex. 

 
Being able to learn and provide better choices without 
the long in situ calculations 
The final step is that the software can then be evolved 
to: 

- Make its own searches for other patterns in the 
data for solutions to a given goal and “learn” by 
doing its own calculations and searches – to 
find improved outcomes when asked to make 
choices. 

- Store the patterns of data that it uses on a 
regular basis 

- Use both to get much faster and much better 
solutions to problems that require choices 

 
At present, these final steps sit outside the scope of any 
current work at Prophet – but not of some of Prophet’s 
collaborators. The skillsets to develop software that is 
capable of learning are new and research and 
development is just starting, with collaborators 
focussed on demand and supply being forecasting the 
first steps in this direction.9 One thing is beyond 
question – if you have the data (see what this means 
above), we now have the computer power and the 
software development skills to make this a 
commercially evolving reality. 
 
Be sure of one thing, however. Artificial Intelligence 
always requires a clear statement of what the problem 
is and what a good outcome looks like. Without the 
careful task by task capture of the data allowing the 
clear definition of what to d and what needs to be 
solved to replace what is being done, the 
understanding of each task based problem and what is 
required to solve it will remain elusive.10 
 

                                                        
9 https://fresh.fresh4cast.com/  
10 See leading artificial intelligence theorist Stephen Wolfram of Oxford 
University – “What will AI allow us to automate? We’ll be able to automate 

REALISABLE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
The steps that need to be taken over the next 5 years 
are then these: 
 

- Get your all of your company’s tasks deeply 
implemented into an ERP that is capable of 
driving your required fresh produce business 
process in order to deliver the granular control 
required and deliver visibility of what is 
happening in real time and expose where the 
costs and losses are in your business.  
 

- Evolve regular steps to remove labour through 
increased task automation using technology 
such as powerful rules based software for 
building assisted/automated choice and 
Prophet’s CAP technology to remove human 
interaction to carrying out tasks that move 
data on and collect or integrate with other 
software and machinery. 
 

- Use the power of the data you collect through 
this deep implementation to then use the ever 
increasing computing power available to use 
this big (bigger) data to increase the use of 
larger calculations to deliver improved 
decisions as to product and resource use 
allocation to drive down the time taken and 
waste to drive down your costs.  
 

- Where possible use software learning to 
increase the speed and reliability and 
eventually spot opportunities for trading and 
operational patterns to drive costs down 
further. 
 

If we go back and restate the original tests for selecting 
your strategy for new technology – this approach ticks 
all of the boxes: 
- Manageable 
- Evolution not revolution 
- Owner/leader understandable 
- Not dependent on overarching coordination within 

the supply chain 
 
WHY PROPHET MIGHT BE THE ONLY COMPANY 
REALLY OFFERING THIS TO FRESH PRODUCE 
If you take a careful look at the choices out there – 
having the capabilities described to offer the strategy 
recommended will prove to be rare – very rare. Having 
the technology to offer deep implementations and 
evolution to automation. Having the extensive 

everything that we can describe. The problem is: It’s not clear what we can 
describe.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7kX7BuHSFI  
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experience, user base and knowledge of fresh produce. 
Having a business model to financially support the 
regular re investment required.  These all depended on 
key decisions taken a long time ago. Can someone 
invest heavily to catch up? Two things suggest this is 
unlikely: 
 
1. The need to build up a collaborative user base to 

work out the highly granular detail of what a fresh 
produce ERP needs to do to be deeply 
implemented, is not something that can be 
achieved without a decade or more of experience. 

2. The low (and lowering) margins fresh produce is 
faced with means affordable for fresh produce is 
much lower than affordable for other industries, 
where the big branded ERP companies focus. Fresh 
produce does not offer the “crock of gold” to 
provoke an extensive investment and frankly still 
remains fragmented. You have to work with many 
companies – not a few overarching global players.  

 
It is not easy to build the software, user base and 
experienced personnel that Prophet has accumulated, 
in even a few years. It takes many elements to come 
together over a long period and for the desire of a set 
of shareholders and managers to tackle a specific 
vertical market with purpose. Over the last 10 or so 
years big branded ERP companies and their agents 
have tried and the degree of complex detail and 
commitment required to provide a system capable of 
being deeply implemented evades them. If you check 
any set of references, look at the real detail of their 
claims to have fresh produce experience in customers 
who meet the test I have set for achieving a deep 
implementation, the references will begin to turn from 
positive to negative.  
 
One possibility is that fresh produce genetics and 
growing and handling technologies become highly 
predictable in all of the ways that they are highly 
unpredictable now. Then it ceases to be as risky and as 
volatile as it is now and becomes more like processed 
food manufacturing or other FMCG industries where 
efficiency and productivity become the primary 
management skills – and Prophet’s very reason for 
existence and competitive advantage also ceases. The 
same will also be true of the distinctiveness of the fresh 
produce industry itself and the companies who 
succeeded in it today. This seems altogether highly 
unlikely. 
 
THE TROUBLE WITH PROPHET 
Prophet’s experience in some markets is that the drive 
to being able to offer least cost operations and the 
ability to be transparent in dealings suggests that those 

that choose to drive to this degree of control and 
openness survive…even prosper. Clearly product 
quality and the ability to deliver reliable day in day out 
supply also matter but … it seems as though control 
over the detail and openness feed these other abilities. 
Out of this approach come market winners. The 
opportunity for automation and assisted decision 
making can only drive these advantages further and 
make winners win more. 
 
But Prophet has to take the time to deeply implement 
each and every new implementation and ensure 
existing implementations continue to evolve using the 
new technology and features that come onstream 
through the Prophet annual license. As a result, 
Prophet can only grow carefully and therefore 
gradually. It takes time to find and train the right 
people and so Prophet has to be careful and seek 
business with those of a similar mindset. 
 
The history of Prophet as a company has been one of 
finding “early adopters” - those who see through the 
marketing of the big branded ERP companies and look 
at the detail. Those who take the time to understand 
why the detailed inventory management matters, why 
activity based costings and consignment based 
accounting is essential.  
 
For this reason, Prophet has taken careful steps in the 
US. 6 years have been spent with a small acquisition 
and working through how to deliver deep 
implementations into the US market. Prophet’s main 
launch into this market starts in January 2019 but it is 
important to stress that Prophet does not have 
unlimited capacity and spaces will be limited. 

 

POSTSCRIPT – PROPHET PREPARES FOR 
BLOCKCHAIN  
By providing an indelible, trustworthy data set for any 
real world asset stored in a secure distributed way 
across many computers in the Cloud coupled with a 
smart contract contained in that data, blockchain 
offers the business world an ability to remove 
intermediaries and transact directly more openly.  
 
It seems to me that there are things in fresh produce 
about how product moves to markets at a great 
distance and about the risk of finding daily customers 
that will always require a risk bearing middle man but 
blockchain could provide a way for revealing the whole 
story of how the product was grown, harvested, 
received, packed, shipped and sold by the retailer by 
feeding a single shared data asset available to all 
including consumers.  
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This could demand accounting for every transaction 
linked to a given consignment (or harvested product 
identity) if true provenance of traceability and value 
are to be achieved. This is a complex engine of 
transactions – as product gets mixed and proportions 
get wasted. Accurate accounting will have to capture 
this: the by-products made, the rework as product fails 
quality tests and gets rejected – all of the complexities 
of consignment accounting. 
 
Prophet has all of the foundations to delivers all of the 
elements needed for these complex transactions of 
traceable change of an original identity and Prophet 
offers the best preparation for what is coming as its 
files structure and data exchange messaging will easily 
be opened up to feed the distributed ledger systems 
that will build these blockchain ledgers. 
 
This could be substantial change. Customers through 
retail outlets will drive the traceable provenance and in 
the end the value transparency (which will also be 
driven by growers (which are themselves getting 
larger). It is easy to dismiss this – but it would be best to 
prepare for it – and your control and drive to least cost 
profitability to win in your market demands it anyway. 
Yes, it will take overcoming the substantial challenges 
to blockchain technology.  However, over a 15 year 
timeframe, these will probably be solved. Remember 
the dot.com bubble of the year 2000 and where the 
internet is now – some 15 or so years later.  
 
Simple reporting of traceability codes into a central 
system that builds a blockchain will be how it starts. 
But it will evolve into being able to account for all a 
company’s transactions in and out and through their 
packing and processing to external blockchain ledger 
for the original traceable identity that was received by 
a company - which is what consignment accounting 
delivers already. Prophet offers this transactional 
traceability capability today. 
 
And companies should beware. Blockchain ledgers will 
be available to all supply chain partners. Failing to 
provide your part of the history of any traceable 
consignment could itself be the basis for a poor rating 
and the basis for not doing business.  
Being ready with this data (and it can be a considerable 
task to fully implement a system that can deliver this 
degree of traceable transaction data) should be a core 
strategy. Not just for least cost operation and 
profitability but because it shows the world your 
company can do business in the way the world comes 
to expect. And the distributed ledger will not have to 
be just public for this. Private DLT’s operated for the 
benefit of their participants will likely insist on similar 

transparency. Consumers will demand an 
understanding of the provenance of the goods, 
retailers will link to growers to achieve this and 
everyone in the chain will have to respond. 
 
Disruption will then come from the way that the best 
or most suitable company – one able to deliver the 
product required – can be seen to have done so and to 
be doing so – in a way that ensures the grower’s 
product gets to the customer expected in an open and 
trustable way. This will promote good practice – or at 
least the practices demanded by the retailers to satisfy 
their end customers – and growers and supply chain 
players will get what was agreed based on what 
actually happened as smart contracts have to be 
honoured to get paid. This will make dispute resolution 
easier bringing an end to problematic claims processes. 
 
This increase in trust might mean a lot more data about 
the growing, harvesting and condition of the product 
flows through the chain - improving the prediction of 
what product will be like at each stage and what to 
expect from handling and settlement: less 
disappointment and perhaps a significant reduction in 
the waste experienced – as product isn’t sent to the 
wrong place at the wrong time.  It ends up with those 
who will use it given what its condition will be (rather 
than as by product and waste at lower values where it 
is wasn’t wanted). 
 
Now that would be truly disruptive. 
 

 


